This week, learn about how you can connect with us—from upcoming events and publications, to artifacts in our collections. Whether scientists, scholars, bakers or artists, the Lloyd has your interests covered. How do our collections connect with you?

Sweet Talk: Discourse on Desserts

When: February 25, 7-8 p.m.
Where: Virtual Panel Discussion

Join us for a virtual conversation sure to satisfy your sweet tooth! Chaske Haverkos of Brown Bear Bakery, Erica Ward of Erica Patricia and Sharon Butler of The BonBonerie sit down to share their favorite ingredients, recipes and techniques in the kitchen. They will also reflect on the broader impact of baked goods and their work in the Greater Cincinnati area.

Reservations Required.

New Issue of Lloydiana Coming Soon

The new issue of the Lloyd's magazine Lloydiana is nearing completion, and we're excited at what's in store for readers. Features ranging from the 50th anniversary of the library's building (early sketch pictured) to a guest article on Mayan research at the Lloyd are just part of this upcoming issue. A subscription to our informative, full-color publication is a benefit at every level of membership. Memberships are a great way to support the Lloyd and make thoughtful gifts, too.
Collecting Health Data in the 19th Century

Collecting data and tracking symptoms is not a new practice, as seen in this 1877 example produced by Joseph P. Remington, a pharmacist from Philadelphia. Remington intended this book to be used by healthcare professionals and laypeople alike to track a variety of symptoms. Whether used by a physician observing a patient or a parent making sure their children were healthy and strong, Remington's book, part of the Lloyd's archival collections, includes 100 pages for observations, as well as advertisements for his pharmacy.

Support the Lloyd with a Membership
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The Lloyd Will Be Closed Monday, February 15 in Observance of Presidents' Day

Stay Connected